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Crisis on Wall Street as Lehman Totters,
Merrill Is Sold, AIG Seeks to Raise Cash
Fed Will Expand Its Lending Arsenal in a Bid to Calm Markets; Moves Cap a Momentous Weekend for American Finance

By Carrick Mollenkamp,
Susanne Craig, Serena Ng
and Aaron Lucchetti
of America Corp.
The U.S. government, which
bailed out Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac a week ago and orchestrated the sale of Bear Stearns
Cos. to J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
in March, played much tougher
with Lehman. It refused to provide a financial backstop to potential buyers.
Without such support, Barclays PLC and Bank of America,
the two most interested buy-

ers, walked away. On Sunday
night, Bank of America struck
an all-stock deal to buy Merrill
Lynch for $29 a share, or $50
billion. Lehman was working
on a possible bankruptcy filing
that would allow most of its
subsidiaries to continue operating as the firm is wound down.
Though it steered clear of a
bailout, the Federal Reserve is
expected to take new steps to
stabilize the broader financial
system. These steps, expected
to be temporary, would make it
easier for banks and securities
firms to borrow from the central bank by using a wider
range of collateral. Bankers say
these financial institutions
might need short-term funds
as they unwind their many trading positions with Lehman.
In addition, 10 major com-

mercial and investment banks
announced Sunday night that
they would pool $70 billion of
their own money to create a
borrowing facility. The 10 institutions, which include Citigroup Inc., Credit Suisse
Group, Deutsche Bank AG,
could tap the pool to help
them ride out the crisis. The
banks also said they are mutually committed to trying to
mitigate market volatility.
A sense of foreboding
gripped Wall Street as top executives feared collateral damage from a Lehman liquidation.
Attention was focused on Merrill Lynch, which boasts the
largest force of retail brokers,
and American International
Group Inc., the insurance giant. Both firms have seen their
stocks get hammered on wor-
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ehman faces the possibility of liquidation, and
Merrill Lynch agreed to be
sold to Bank of America in a
$50 billion deal on Sunday, a
day in which the U.S. financial system was shaken to its
core. The Federal Reserve is
expected to take new steps to
stabilize the broader financial system. Meanwhile, AIG
sought to raise cash and craft
a survival plan amid investor
pressure. A1, A18, A19, C1, C2
n Regulators and investors
prepare for Monday as Lehman’s collapse, an AIG deal
and talks between Bank of
America and Merrill could
rattle investors. C1
n Oil futures pushed lower
Sunday even after Hurricane
Ike forced shutdowns of Gulf
Coast refineries and platforms. Crude fell $2.09, or
2.1%, to $99.09 a barrel. C1

n Ike left a trail of damage
from Texas to Louisiana.
Destruction from the hurricane could squeeze energy
supplies and strike a blow to
the strong regional economy.
More than 2.5 million homes
and businesses lost power.
Despite a broad evacuation
effort, tens of thousands refused to leave their homes.
Thirteen people were
reported dead by Sunday. A3
Gulf Coast oil refineries
appeared to have escaped
major damage, but power
problems prevented many
from returning to service.

L

n Exit packages for the deposed CEOs of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac highlight a
weak link in efforts to link executive pay with performance: severance deals. B4

Charles Prince, former Citigroup chairman and CEO, has
a new job: using his contacts to
drum up business for a Washington consulting firm. C5

n

n Electronic Arts dropped its

bid for Take-Two, hinting its
inability to get a deal by the
holiday season was a factor. B1
n China introduced a highlevel commission to oversee
enforcement of its new antitrust legislation, which is facing a test from Coca-Cola. B2

Sirius XM’s CEO detailed
his plan for addressing the
company’s debt and proving
satellite radio’s potential. B1

7

The NTSB was trying to
determine the cause of a
commuter-train crash in a
Los Angeles suburb Friday.
The train barreled into an
oncoming freight train, and
25 people were killed. The
wreck highlights the absence
of key safety equipment on
the nation’s rail network. A4

n

In New Delhi, bombings in
popular shopping areas on
Saturday killed 21. The five
blasts followed three similar
attacks that have hit other
cities since May. A10

n

n Obama raised a record
$66 million from donors in
August, but the money race
between him and McCain is
likely to be tighter than many
originally thought. A6

A plane crash in Russia
killed all 88 people on board.
Officials said the Boeing 737500, operated by an Aeroflot
unit, was circling in “difficult
weather conditions” when it
lost dispatcher contact. A17

Merrill Lynch CEO John Thain leaving the Federal Reserve Bank of New York Saturday, where U.S. officials and Wall
Street executives met to discuss the turmoil facing U.S. financial institutions. More coverage on C1, C3 and C8.
minute details.
Driven by Chief Executive
Kenneth Lewis, Bank of America
has already made dozens of acquisitions large and small, including the purchase of ailing
mortgage lender Countrywide Financial Corp. earlier this year. In
adding Merrill Lynch, it would
control the nation’s largest force
of stock brokers as well as a wellregarded investment bank.
The combination, if approved
by shareholders, would create a
bank of vast reach, involved in
nearly every nook and cranny of
the financial system, from credit
cards and auto loans to bond and
stock underwriting, merger ad-

By Matthew Karnitschnig,
Carrick Mollenkamp
And Dan Fitzpatrick
In a rushed bid to ride out the
storm sweeping American finance, 94-year-old Merrill Lynch
& Co. agreed late Sunday to sell itself to Bank of America Corp. for
$50 billion.
The deal, worked out in 48
hours of frenetic negotiating,
could instantly reshape the U.S.
banking landscape, making the
nation’s prime behemoth even
bigger. Late Sunday night, the
companies’ boards had approved the deal, but lawyers
were negotiating over last-

Political Turmoil in Thailand
Boosts Business for Astrologers
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Mr. Luck Automates Fortunetelling;
Some Rivals Want Industry Regulation

The lengthening lead
Japan’s auto makers hold in
securing batteries for the
next generation of cars has
become a rallying point for
the U.S. auto industry. B1
n

n The Walgreen-CVS rivalry
entered a more heated stage
with Walgreen’s $75-a-share
bid for Longs Drug Stores. B4

n Bolivia’s Morales agreed
to talks over a clash with
opposition-led provinces,
after political violence killed
as many as 30 last week. A17
n Pakistani security forces
killed 16 suspected militants
in a tribal region bordering Afghanistan, the latest round of
a military offensive with no
end in sight, officials said.
7
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the assembled executives, according to a person familiar with the
matter.“Comebackinthemorning
and be prepared to do something.”
Over the next 48 hours, these
marching orders developed into
a nerve-wracking test of the ability of the U.S. financial system to
hold itself together amid the
worst series of shocks it has
faced in decades.
By taking the rescue option
off the table, the U.S. government
was declaring that there are limits to its role as backstop-inchief. A week earlier it had seized
mortgage giants Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, and months prior
had brokered the sale of Bear
Stearns & Co. to J.P. Morgan
Chase & Co. But now, Washington
appears to want Wall Street to
largely fix its own problems, and
feels that flailing institutions
shouldn’t expect the government
to commit money to save them.
“We’ve re-established ‘moral
hazard,’ ” said a person involved in the talks, referring to
Please turn to page A19

You Can Help.
7

white flag goes up when he’s less
sure). He sells about 300,000
BANGKOK—For a glimpse books a year, he says, thanks to a
into the future of fortunetelling distribution deal with the local
in Thailand, pay a visit to Luck operator of the 7-Eleven convenience-store chain.
Rakhanithes.
As Thailand comes
At Mr. Luck’s plush,
to grips with two years
three-story Bangkok ofof political unrest—infices, a team of telecluding a coup, deadly
phone operators guides
riots and, last week, a
anxious callers through
court ruling forcing the
the chaos of everyday
prime minister to step
life. Some learn what
down for hosting a teletheir prospects are for
vision cooking show—
securing a suitable love
the country has lapped
match or a well-paying
up Mr. Luck’s confident
job. Others are given
forecasts.
auspicious dates for
Luck
“Every time there’s
starting a new busiRakhanithes
a crisis in Thailand, it’s
ness.
At 36 years old, Mr. Luck is a glorious time for astrologers,”
part of a new generation of busi- Mr. Luck says.
It’s all too much for some in
ness-savvy seers turning the ancient art of astrology into big the old guard, whose predictions
business. He’s a prime-time fix- tend to be vaguer and more in
ture on Thai television for wav- keeping with the ancient tradiing a red flag when he is 100% cer- tions of seers here. These astroloPlease turn to page A17
tain about his predictions (a

By James Hookway

vice and wealth management.
Through the weekend, federal
officials, including Federal ReserveBankofNewYorkheadTimothy Geithner, made it clear that
they strongly encouraged a deal to
sell Merrill. They worried the firm
could be the next to approach the
brink of failure after Lehman
Brothers Holdings Inc., said people familiar with the matter.
The all-stock deal came together quickly. With Merrill
stock dropping sharply last
week, Merrill President Gregory
Fleming, a former financial-institutions adviser, urged Merrill
Chief Executive John Thain to
Please turn to page A19

Please help the victims of thousands of disasters across the
country each year, disasters like the recent hurricanes, by
making a financial gift to the American Red Cross Disaster
Relief Fund.
This fund enables the Red Cross to provide shelter, food,
counseling and other assistance to victims of disasters.

GIVE TODAY:
Call 1-800-RED CROSS
Visit redcross.org
The American Red Cross honors donor intent. If you wish to designate
your donation to a speciﬁc disaster, call 1-800-RED CROSS.
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n GM on Tuesday aims to
unveil the Chevrolet Volt, its
battery-powered car set to
hit the market by 2011. B1

One of the most tumultuous
weekends in Wall Street’s history began Friday, when federal
officials decided to deliver a sobering message to the captains
of finance: There would be no
government bailout of Lehman
Brothers Holdings Inc.
Officials wanted to prepare
the market for the possibility
that Lehman could simply fail.
The best way to do that in an orderly way would be to get everyone together in a room.
Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke and his top
New York lieutenant, Timothy
Geithner, summoned some 30
Wall Street executives for a 6
p.m. Friday meeting at the Fed’s
offices in Lower Manhattan.
“There is no political will for a
federal bailout,” Mr. Geithner told

Disaster Victims Need
Food, Shelter and Counseling.

n

n Russian troops began
pulling back from western
Georgia checkpoints, part of
an EU-brokered peace deal,
but a new battle looms over
international access to Russiabacked separatist regions. A14

Ultimatum
By Paulson
Sparked
Frantic End

By Deborah Solomon,
Dennis K. Berman,
Susanne Craig and
Carrick Mollenkamp

Associated Press

i

traders moved to disentangle
themselves from trades with
Lehman. When hopes of a potential sale dimmed, a quiet
Sunday on Wall Street turned
into a mad rush. Executives
and traders hurried to their offices or worked their phones
to unwind outstanding contracts with Lehman and to
gauge their overall exposure.
Merrill, whose brokerage
force is known as the “thundering herd,” entered into discussions with Bank of America,
which has retail bank branches
stretching from coast to coast
and has long coveted Merrill.
Wall Street executives said the
Federal Reserve may have been
involved in orchestrating the
sale, figuring that it was “better to save the relatively
Please turn to page A18

BankofAmericatoBuyMerrill

What’s News–
7

ries that they needed capital.
“Monday will be a day of
reckoning for the financial markets,” said Carlos Mendez, senior managing director of ICP
Capital, a boutique investment
firm in New York. On Sunday,
he said, “it was like a fire alarm
went off and people ran in all directions.”
AIG executives spent the
weekend trying to raise $40
billion to avoid a costly downgrade of its credit rating. AIG
Chief Executive Robert Willumstad made an extraordinary appeal to the Fed for temporary
funding to tide it through the
crisis. (Please see related article on Page C1.)
As worries spread across
Wall Street that Lehman
wouldn’t survive, brokerage
firms, hedge funds and other

5886741

The American financial system was shaken to its core on
Sunday. Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. faced the prospect of
liquidation, and Merrill Lynch
& Co. agreed to be sold to Bank
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CRISIS ON WALL STREET

Fed Expands Lending Facilities in Bid for Stability
In Latest Move,
Equities Accepted
As Loan Collateral
By Jon Hilsenrath
And Sudeep Reddy
The Federal Reserve will expand its lending facilities in
the wake of the likely demise of
Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc., taking a wider array of securities, including equities, as
collateral for its loans, the central bank said late Sunday.
The move, another landmark step in the Fed’s efforts
to address the deepening
credit crisis, is meant to calm
markets as they head into one
of the most perilous trading environments in decades with
Lehman’s massive market positions on the verge of being unwound. It also capped a weekend of brinksmanship with
Wall Street.
After the rescues of Bear
Stearns, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, Fed and Treasury officials were determined to avoid
bailing out another struggling
financial firm. They drew the
line at Lehman and stood their

ground through a high-strung & Co. by Bank of America
weekend of negotiations, insist- Corp., there could be a rush to
ing they wouldn’t put public borrow from the Fed as trading
funds at risk to finance the res- resumes Monday. Bankers say
cue of another financial institu- the unwinding of Lehman
tion. The expansion of short- Brothers’ many trading positerm lending facilities showed tions could create a large need
that while they were unwilling for short-term funds.
to back another bailFed officials have
out, they are still strugbeen concerned for
gling to find ways to enmonths about the resure broader market
silience of a shortstability and are preterm secured lending
pared to take new
market known as
steps to do that.
“repo” loans. It is the
After the collapse
lifeblood of the broof Bear Stearns in
kerage
industry,
March, the Fed said it
through which firms
would make shortfund their day-to-day
term emergency loans
operations.
to investment banks Ben Bernanke
Repo lending is
under a lending facilused by banks, broity called the Primary Dealer kers and hedge funds. TypiCredit Facility. Late Sunday, cally, a borrower hands over sethe Fed said it would take a curities as temporary collatbroader array of collateral eral for a loan. In normal times,
from firms for the facility, in- the cheap funding is widely
cluding equities. Another facil- available.
ity, in which firms can swap
“The steps we are announcrisky securities for safe Trea- ing today, along with signifisury bonds, was also expanded. cant commitments from the priAs of Wednesday, no firms vate sector, are intended to mithad used the primary facility igate the potential risks and
since July. But amidst the un- disruptions to markets,” Fed
certainty created by the likely Chairman Ben Bernanke said in
demise of Lehman Brothers a prepared statement.
and the deal for Merrill Lynch
All along, U.S. officials have

been caught in a bind. If they go
too far to support markets,
bankers could become conditioned to expect a rescue whenever they wobble. If they don’t
go far enough, the financial crisis could get even worse. “If I
were at the Fed, I would be hoping for an opportunity to show
the world that the Fed will not
rescue every ailing institution
but will let some go,” said Douglas Elmendorf, a senior fellow
at the Brookings Institution.
Lehman’s collapse will send
deep and painful ripple effects
across the markets. The firm
sat on $33 billion of commercial real-estate assets and $13
billion in residential mortgages at the end of August; a liquidation could mean forced
sales of those and other assets,
which could knock down the
value of other firms’ holdings.
Lehman is also deeply intertwined in many other markets—
most notably the vast market
for credit-default swaps, in
which it is a top-10 player. Even
as they were holding the line
about being involved in funding a rescue, Fed staff members
over the weekend were working with Wall Street credit traders to help sort through their
positions with Lehman in this

market. Officials also were involved in discussions during
the weekend of brinksmanship
that brought agreement Sunday night on the sale of Merrill
to BofA.
Fed officials have some confidence that they are better prepared to deal with the fallout
from a failure than they were
when Bear Stearns failed, and
the Fed arranged a shotgun
wedding to J.P. Morgan Chase
& Co. The emergency lending facilities it set up after Bear
could help cushion the blow to

bank Offered Rate, or Libor, are
elevated relative to expectations for the Fed’s benchmark
federal-funds rate, but have
been stable in recent weeks.
Risk premiums on junk bonds
also are back to levels they hit
in March.
But trading Monday could
change all of that, particularly
in the credit-default-swap, or
CDS, market, in which firms
trade contracts tied to corporate default risks. It is an immense market that trades
against $62 trillion of debt.
Officials worry that the collapse of an investment bank
could send problems cascading
through the financial system
by way of this market. The Fed
has been pushing Wall Street
to create a new clearinghouse
to diminish that risk, but it
isn’t in place yet.
Sorting out Lehman’s CDS
positions promises to be difficult and time-consuming, because many of the contracts
have different terms and maturity dates. In a survey last year
by Fitch Ratings, Lehman was
listed among the 10 largest
CDS counterparties by number
of trades and the amount of
debt to which the contracts
were tied.

The action capped
a weekend of
brinksmanship
with Wall Street.
the market if Lehman now
fails. But some areas, like swap
trading, are still a huge source
of uncertainty.
Market conditions until Friday had been mixed. The
broader stock market so far
has been relatively stable
through this latest round of turmoil. But short-term lending
rates such as the London Inter-

‘One-Way Market’
“We have never seen anything like this,” said analyst
Glenn Schorr, who covers the
investment banks for UBS AG.
“There have been tough situations like Long-Term Capital
Management and the crash of
1987, but the problem here is
there is leverage in the securities under the microscope and
in the banks that own them.
And to try and unwind it all at

once creates a one-way market where there are only sellers, and no buyers.”
The convulsions could lead
to even tighter credit, higher
borrowing costs and moribund
capital markets, as securities
firms and commercial banks
try to further limit risk and preserve capital. Those moves
could cause the U.S. economy
to slow further.
The future of about 25,000
employees at Lehman and an
additional 60,000 at Merrill is
up in the air. Lehman’s work
force already has shrunk by
about 3,000 in the past year. If
the firm essentially goes out of
business, most of the remaining employees are likely to lose
their jobs. That would deal another blow to New York City’s
economy, resulting in lower
tax revenues on personal income, real-estate transactions
and corporate income.
The damage on Wall Street is
the latest consequence of a
storm that began last year with
the sharp decline in American

Credit Check
The amount an investor must pay annually for protection against a
default on $10 million in debt over five years.
Merrill Lynch

American Int’l Group

Lehman Brothers

$1.00 million

0.75

0.50

housing prices and losses on
loans and other assets tied to
home values. Massive capital infusions have failed to stem
write-offs and losses, and financial firms are running out of options to escape the damage.
Regulators and others were
preparing for a hectic Monday.
The New York Stock Exchange
prepared contingency plans
over the weekend to reassign
the approximately 200 bluechip stocks that Lehman's specialist unit trades, according
to people familiar with the
matter. If Lehman is forced
into liquidation, the exchange
will likely transfer the stocks
to one or more of the remaining specialist firms, most
likely using the same technology and staff that currently
trade the stocks.
Dozens of Wall Street desks
have trades with Lehman. As
word spread that the Barclays
deal was falling apart, worries
that the company could be
thrown into bankruptcy
mounted, and traders labored
to get out of those contracts.
At approximately 2:30 p.m.,
government officials hosted a
call, and a trading session was
opened to ease fears. One trader
said it was agreed that other
brokers would pick up contracts
that trading desks have with
Lehman. If Lehman does open
on Monday, the deals struck on
Sunday, often at a worse price,
would be void. “It is utter chaos
here,” the trader said.

Concerned Investors
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A summary of credit default swaps and how they play into Lehman’s woes
What they are: Credit default swaps
are contracts between two parties
that act like insurance against debt
defaults. They are also used by hedge
funds, investment banks and others
to bet on a company’s fortunes.

How they trade: CDS trade ‘over the
counter,’ or directly between buyers
and sellers.

The problem with Lehman: Lehman
is a large buyer and seller of CDS and
entered into many contracts with
different firms. In addition, other
How they work: CDS buyers make
banks and investors have bought
regular payments to sellers, who in
turn promise to make big payouts if a CDS tied to Lehman’s own debt. A
bankruptcy filing could trigger large
company’s bonds default or it files
payouts from institutions that have
for bankruptcy. Buyers and sellers
sold swaps on Lehman debt.
don’t need to hold the underlying
Lehman’s own counterparties,
debt when they enter into the
meanwhile, may have to re-hedge
contracts, which can be for periods
their positions with other firms.
such as one year or five years.
Size of the market: CDS have been
written on over $62 trillion worth of
bonds and loans

At many Wall Street firms,
traders of credit-default swaps—
contracts that act as insurance
against debt defaults—were
told to come to work immediately. Concerned investors
were rushing to buy swaps tied
to other brokerages and corporations, sending the cost of protection on investment banks
such as Goldman Sachs and others sharply higher.
In a statement Sunday, the
International Swaps and Derivatives Association, a trade
group whose members include
many large dealers, said a “netting trading session” took
place between 2 p.m. and 6
p.m. on Sunday. The idea was
to allow firms to try to unwind
their derivatives transactions
with Lehman by finding other
parties to step into Lehman’s
shoes.
“The purpose of this session
is to reduce risk associated
with a potential Lehman Broth-

The world headquarters of Lehman
Brothers in New York. On Sunday
night, the firm faced the possibility
of liquidation.

Associated Press

Continued from Page One
healthy patient instead of the
dying one,” said a lawyer involved in the discussions.
Lehman, a 158-year-old
firm that started as an Alabama cotton brokerage, and
Merrill, with its trademark bull
logo, have been pillars of Wall
Street for much of the past century. With the demise of Bear
Stearns, three of the Street’s
five major independent brokers could end up disappearing, leaving only Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. and Morgan
Stanley.

Reuters

Lehman Totters as U.S. Opts to Avoid Financial Rescue

Employees of Lehman Brothers leave the company’s headquarters
Sunday as they clear their offices after hearing the news about Lehman.
ers Holdings Inc. bankruptcy
filing,” it said. It added that
trades conducted during this
period “are contingent on a
bankruptcy filing on or before

prices changed rapidly Sunday
afternoon. “People were
screaming at each other over
the phone, asking: How can
this work?” one trader said.

As worries spread across Wall Street
that Lehman wouldn’t survive, brokerage
firms, hedge funds and other traders
moved to disentangle themselves from
trades with Lehman.
11:59 p.m. New York time” on
Sunday. If no filing takes place,
the trades will be canceled,
ISDA said.
Some traders said it was difficult to find new counterparties for many of their outstanding trades with Lehman. The
snags included different terms
and maturity dates on derivatives contracts, and market

William Gross, chief investment officer at bond-fund giant Pacific Investment Management Co., said very few Lehman trades were offset.
“There’s an immediate risk related to the unwind of these positions,” he said.
Many Wall Street firms are
hopeful that a liquidation of Lehman’s assets will proceed in an

orderly fashion. If that happens, those firms could quickly
buy real estate, securities and
other investments, preventing
the assets from flooding the
market. Because of that, said
people familiar with the situation, some participants in the
New York Fed talks decided that
liquidation was no worse an option than selling Lehman to a
buyer such as Barclays.
“There will be an orderly
wind down,” said one banker involved in the matter. “This was
the default option. It happens
when you have no buyer.”
The firms decided that instead of making guarantees for
Barclays or some other purchaser of Lehman, they would
prefer to pool their resources
and buy the assets themselves,
taking on the risks and carrying
costs, along with the possibility
of profiting down the road.
Those firms would likely
then buy assets such as mortgage-backed securities, leveraged loans, private-equity positions and investments in real
estate or hedge funds.
Roger Freeman, a nine-year
Lehman employee who analyzes brokerage firms, spent
the weekend gathering cellphone numbers and email addresses from colleagues who
also are likely to lose their
jobs. He plans to clean out his
desk Monday morning. “We
worked long hours here, we’ve
made some of our best friends
here. We’re suddenly being
ripped apart,” he said. “It’s just
unbelievable.”
—Jon Hilsenrath, Jeffrey
McCracken and David Enrich
contributed to this article.

Regulator Plans to Bar Big Severance Goldman, Morgan Results Will Say a Lot
reached immediately for comment.
David Schmidt, a senior consultant at James F. Reda & Associates LLC, a compensation consulting concern in New York, estimated that, without the regulator's intervention, Mr.
Mudd's exit package could total as much as $6 million to $8
million and Mr. Syron's $15 million. Those totals include pensions, continuing benefits and
other payments the companies' boards might grant. It
isn't clear what pension and
other payments may still be
made to Messrs. Syron and
Mudd, given the regulator's ruling.
The collapse in the share
prices of Fannie and Freddie already has wiped out much of
the two executives’ wealth.
Since March, for instance, the
value of Mr. Mudd’s shares in
Fannie has dropped to about
$683,000 from $23.7 million.

Last week, investors saw
how bad life is at Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. This week, rival investment banks Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. and Morgan
Stanley will try to make the
case that they’re very different.
With Goldman due to report
fiscal third-quarter results
Tuesday and Morgan Stanley
Wednesday, Wall Street is jittery about how much financial
damage those two firms will suffer from the same problems
that pounded Lehman, especially losing bets on real-estaterelated assets.
The numbers won’t be
pretty, with analysts expecting
write-downs of $1 billion to $2
billion each at Goldman and
Morgan Stanley. Luckily for
both, enough businesses are
posting at least decent results
to keep the two firms in the
black for the latest fiscal quarter.

In contrast, Lehman Wednesday announced a projected $3.9
billion quarterly loss and writedowns of $7.8 billion, fueling a
selloff of the firm’s shares that
forced Chairman and Chief Executive Richard Fuld Jr. to reluctantly solicit potential buyers.
Even if Goldman and Morgan
Stanley look much better by
comparison, their operating results are likely to show how
much misery is in Wall Street’s
future more than a year into the
credit crunch. Deal making and
trading are in the dumps, and reducing the reliance on debt already is making it harder to supersize profits from investments that have escaped the turmoil.
Goldman could be hit especially hard. Analysts surveyed
by Thomson Reuters estimated
last week that Goldman would
make about $1.73 a share in the
fiscal third quarter, down 72%
from a year earlier—one of the
firm’s weakest showings since
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The regulator of Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac said Sunday that it won’t allow the companies to make “golden parachute” severance payments to
the mortgage companies’
ousted chief executive officers.
In a statement, the Federal
Housing Finance Agency said
such payments wouldn’t be
made to Daniel Mudd and Richard Syron, despite provisions
in their contracts. Mr. Mudd
served as chief executive of Fannie and Mr. Syron was chairman and CEO of Freddie until
last weekend, when the regulator seized control of the companies, saying they were in danger of running out of capital.
News reports that the two
executives stood to receive millions of dollars in severance
payments under their con-

tracts triggered public protests from numerous politicians and inspired political cartoons in newspapers.
The FHFA cited “applicable
statute and regulation” for its
decision. The regulator has
taken management control of
the two companies under a legal process known as “conservatorship,” which could last for
years while Fannie and Freddie
are restored to financial
health. The U.S. Treasury has
pledged to provide as much capital as the companies need to
continue in their role as the
main suppliers of funding for
home mortgages.
The FHFA last week named
Herb Allison as CEO at Fannie
and David Moffett as CEO at
Freddie.
Spokesmen for Fannie and
Freddie declined to comment
on the pay decision. Messrs. Syron and Mudd couldn’t be

the crunch began. Morgan Stanley is expected to post earnings
of 77 cents a share, down 44%.
Until recently, Goldman has
had a magic touch, betting correctly that subprime mortgages
would crater and nimbly avoiding other messes. Morgan Stanley embarrassed itself with
some of its mortgage bets last
year, but has since soothed investors and scaled back on risky
exposures.
Lehman has said it plans to
issue a full earnings release
Thursday, but those numbers
probably don’t matter anymore. Despite weathering all
sorts of storms in its 158-year
history, Lehman was undone by
too much leverage, easy credit
and flawed assumptions about
real-estate values.
Even though Bear Stearns
Cos. was pushed over the cliff
by a similar crisis way back in
March, it still isn’t clear
whether Wall Street has
learned its lessons yet.
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By Aaron Lucchetti
By James R. Hagerty
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CRISIS ON WALL STREET

Saturday morning, the CEOs
and their closest advisers reconvened at about 9 a.m. and broke
into groups to discuss various
scenarios. Lehman representatives weren’t present.
One group focused on the possible dismantling of Lehman; it included both government officials
and Wall Street representatives.
Among the things the group discussed was having every bank
borrow from the Fed under an
emergency lending provision it
has offered since the collapse of
Bear Stearns. With that borrowed money, the banks would
buy up Lehman’s assets, preventing it from filing for bankruptcy.
The other main track focused
on finding a buyer. Either Barclays or Bank of America would
buy Lehman’s “good assets,” such
as its stock-trading and analysis
business, people familiar with the
matter say. Lehman’s more toxic
real-estate assets would be
placed in a “bad” bank containing
about $85 billion in souring assets. Other Wall Street firms
would inject some capital into the
bad bank to keep it afloat. The
goal would be to avoid a flood of
bad assets pouring into the market, pushing prices even lower.
But getting Wall Street firms
to cooperate among themselves,
without government assistance,
was proving tough. Several CEOs
openly questioned why they
should bear the cost of Lehman’s
problems when others who also
face exposure—such as institutional investors, hedge funds and
foreign investors—aren’t being
asked to do the same.

June 14, 2007: News that a hedge fund managed by
Bear Stearns Cos. is scrambling to sell large
amounts of mortgage securities takes the
subprime-mortgage problem to another level. The
same day, the Dow Jones Industrial Average has its
biggest rally of the year, closing at 13482.35.
July 10: S&P and Moody's announce a wave of
downgrades on bonds backed by subprime
mortgages, an acknowledgment they had misjudged
the risk.
July 24:
Extent of
Countrywide
Financial
Corp.'s
mortgage
pressures
emerge.
Oct. 28: Merrill Lynch,
besieged by the
subprime pullback,
announces retirement
of CEO Stan O'Neal.
Nov. 4: Charles Prince,
resigns as Citigroup
CEO.
Dec. 10: UBS announces
major write-downs.
Charles Prince

‘The Ultimate Realist’
Absorbing Merrill comes
with huge risks. Merrill had the
highest ratio of “problem assets” subject to write-downs to
capital of the top three independent securities firms, according
to Fox-Pitt, Kelton. Analysts
were already betting it would

BLACK

On Saturday afternoon, Mr.
Thain called Mr. Lewis, who respondedfavorably. Bank of America, which by then had been considering a bid for Lehman as well,
decided that Merrill was the better deal and felt more comfortable with Merrill since the two
had engaged in prior discussions.
Mr. Thain then went to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
He quickly saw thata deal for Lehman was unlikely, according to a
person close to him, which
strengthened his resolve to pursue a deal with Bank of America.
With a deal looming, Mr.
Thain canceled a previously
planned trip to Asia. The two
camps began a marathon series
of meetings at Wachtell, Lipton,
Rosen & Katz, the law firm which
has long represented Bank of
America in its deals.
Word began to leak out on
Sunday at the New York Fed,
where top Wall Street executives
had been huddled to discuss the
fate of Lehman. Executives were
relieved that Merrill had found a
buyer. “Who was the magician
who pulled this rabbit out of a
hat?” exclaimed a top executive
of one bank.
Word began to leak out on
Sunday at the New York Fed,
where top Wall Street executives
had been huddled to discuss the
fate of Lehman. Executives were
relieved that Merrill had found a
buyer. “Who was the magician
who pulled this rabbit out of a
hat?” exclaimed a top executive
of one bank.
The deal shows how the
credit crisis has created opportunities for financially sound buyers. At $50 billion, Merrill is being sold at about two-thirds of its
value of one year ago and half its
all-time peak value of early 2007.
The deal values Merrill at $29
a share. Merrill’s shares changed
hands at $17.05 each on Friday, af-

have to write down another $3
billion or more in the third quarter beyond what it had announced in July.
“I think John Thain at Merrill is the ultimate realist,” said
Ms. Bush, the NAB Research analyst, who expected federal regulators to bless the deal. “He
knows if Lehman goes under he
is not far behind. He wants to
cut the best deal he can.”
In the past 15 months, Merrill
and Lehman have both had tens
of billions of dollars worth of
risky, hard-to-sell assets carried
on balance sheets that were
piled high with debt. When the
credit crunch hit in mid-2007,
the assets kept deteriorating in
value and couldn’t easily be sold,
eating into both firms’ capital
cushions. Recently, Lehman’s balance sheet topped $600 billion
and Merrill’s $900 billion.
Merrill’s previous chief, Stan
O’Neal, was ousted in October
2007. His successor, Mr. Thain,
tried to repair the firm’s balance
sheet by arranging an infusion of
more than $6 billion in capital
starting last December, tapping
investors led by Temasek Holdings, a Singapore government investment fund.
But the losses kept coming
this year. Mr. Thain was forced in
July to sell a huge slug of more
than $30 billion in collateralized
debt obligations, or securities
backed by pools of mortgages or
other assets, at a price of just 22
cents on the dollar. That step required the firm to raise still
more capital, under painful
terms that re-priced some of the
December stock sales at about
half the original price.
During the flurry of historic
deal making this weekend, Merrill also put out feelers to Morgan Stanley about a possible
deal, which would have united
two of Wall Street’s oldest
brands, according to a person familiar with the talks. But the
talks didn’t go anywhere because there wasn’t enough time
for Morgan Stanley to review the
idea and Merrill wanted to do a
deal quickly, this person said.
Merrill was also stepping up
talks with commercial banks

June 2: Wachovia Corp. forces out CEO G. Kennedy
Thompson.
Sept. 7: The U.S. government seizes Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac and replaces their CEOs.
Sept. 13-14: Lehman scrambles for survival and
Merrill seeks a buyer. DJIA stands at 11421.99,
about 15% below the level of 15 months earlier.
14500
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stepped in to bail out hedge fund
Long-Term CapitalManagement a
decade ago, today’s banks are
much weaker. Some were loath to
provide support when a rival like
Barclays might still buy Lehman.
By Sunday morning, the U.K.’s
Barclays looked like the sole potential buyer. That further minimized the chances of a governmentbailout: Ifthe Bush administration wouldn’t help to fund a
Wall Street solution, aiding a foreign buyer was even less likely.
Lehman employees followed
their firm through news reports.
One manager said he was encouraging his staff to show up Monday and hang tough for a few
more days. “It is not like there are
a million jobs to go to,” he said.

The Chance to Transform
Barclays pushed ahead, eager
at the chance to transform itself
into a U.S. powerhouse at potentially a fire-sale price. Its advisers thought the U.S. Treasury
could be persuaded to support a
foreign buyer. By Sunday morning in London, after working
around the clock for three days,
the British bank—whose roots
date to the late 1600s as a goldsmith banker in London—
thought it had a shot. Documents
were drawn up to pitch the deal
to investors and journalists.
During the afternoon on Sunday, two Fed policeman wheeled
a large, double-decker cart filled
with cakes, cookies, sandwiches,
chips and bottles of water into
the Fed building.
But soon after, Barclays was
threatening to walk as it argued
with the Fed and Treasury over
seemingly mundane matters,

both in Europe and the U.S.
Mr. Thain would collect an
exit package worth about $9.7
million if Bank of America completes its takeover, according to
David M. Schmidt, a pay consultant for James F. Reda and Associates LLC in New York.
That figure represents accelerated vesting of restricted
stock units that Mr. Thain got
when he took command last December. Only two thirds of those
500,000 units would become
shares that he could sell.
One top Merrill executive lamented the sale of the venerable
company, saying, “It’s sad but inevitable.” This executive said that he
was pleased it was Merrill, rather
than rival broker Morgan Stanley,
that was hatching a deal with
Bank of America.

Front and Center

such as whether it would have
to hold a shareholders’ meeting
to ratify any deal. Barclays was
still insisting on some kind of
federal financing.
By the middle of Sunday afternoon, Barclays was out. Its
plan—to buy Lehman’s subsidiaries—was contingent on government support, which wasn’t
coming.
At ameeting held atthe Fed offices, Mr. Paulson, Mr. Geithner
and Securities and Exchange
Commission Chairman Christopher Cox addressed a group of
about one dozen banking chiefs.
Their message was steadfast:
They would not put up money to
assist in salvaging Lehman. In
the meetings with Mr. Paulson
were his chief of staff, Jim Wilkinson, and two advisers, Dan Jester
and Steve Shafran, both of whom
used to work at Goldman Sachs.
The mood turned somber as
it became clear that the group
would have to turn its attention
to dismantling Lehman in a way
that didn’t seriously disrupt the
financial system. Soon the group
began discussing the mechanics
of such a plan.
A sense of foreboding descended over the rival bankers.
They focused on the fear that
drove down shares in Lehman,
worried that would now spread
to Merrill, another storied name
facing losses from mortgage-related holdings, despite the reputation of its wealth-management business.
“I think the government is
playing with fire,” said a top executive of a big bank.
The worry for Merrill, said
people briefed on the conversations, was that as its stock tumbles, its credit rating could
change, increasing its cost of borrowing.Facedwithrisingborrowingcosts—a key expensefor giant
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The futures of both Morgan
Stanley and Goldman Sachs will
be front and center Monday
morning, as Wall Street wakes
up to a world where the independent broker-dealers are increasingly few in number. They would
be the last of the big five independent firms, with Merrill and Bear
Stearns Cos. having been sold
and Lehman likely to close down.
This tumultuous year has
made it clear that investment
banks like Lehman and Bear
Stearns face vulnerabilities that
commercial banks such as J.P.
Morgan and Bank of America are
less prone to. The investment
banks must constantly depend
on short- and medium-term
money markets to fund their operations. Commercial banks,
meanwhile, can count on more
stable consumer deposit bases.
Winthrop H. Smith Jr., a
former Merrill executive whose
father helped build the firm, said
the acquisition would represent
“a very sad moment for myself
and my family and the thousands of families who worked for
Merrill Lynch over our 94-year
history, sad to see a firm that always prided itself on its independence absorbed” into another.
—Randall Smith, Susanne
Craig and Aaron Lucchetti
contributed to this article.

Wall Street financial firms—its
business might be severely
crimped. As well, as concerns
mount, its trading partners
might stopdoing business with it.
Manyintheroombegantowonder when Merrill would sell itself.
“Tonight, or tomorrow?” said one
of these people in an interview.
In fact, within a few hours,
the bankers learned that
94-year-old firm agreed to sell
itself to Bank of America for $50
billion, a deal that all by itself
could reshape the U.S. banking
landscape.
As word that a Barclays deal
was off filtered across Wall
Street, traders scrambled to extricate themselves from their financial transactions with Lehman. Traders at many Wall
Street firms were told to come to
work immediately.
Amid the uncertainty over
Lehman, another crisis loomed.
Sunday afternoon, insurance giant American International
Group Inc.—racing to shore up
its balance sheet—approached
Mr. Geithner, hat in hand, looking for a bridge loan so AIG could
complete some asset sales. Expanding this kind of Fed lending
beyond securities firms to other
institutions would be a major
step. Mr. Geithner was noncommittal about the AIG request.
The U.S. tumult meant that
the European Central Bank was
alsoin a state of high alert on Sunday, with employees in divisions
from money-market operations
to financial stability camped out
in the bank’s 37-story glass-andsteel tower in Frankfurt, preparing for what Monday might
bring. “We are in the hands of the
Americans,” said one employee.
—Aaron Lucchetti, Serena Ng,
Jon Hilsenrath, David Enrich,
Joellen Perry and Matthew
Karnitschnig contributed to
this article.
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The Better Deal

ter falling sharply in the wake of
Lehman’s looming demise.
“Why would Bank of America
do this?” said analyst Nancy
Bush at NAB Research LLC in Annandale, N.J. “Ken Lewis always
likes to buy the biggest thing he
can.So whynot this? Youare master of the universe, basically.”
Merrill could give Bank of
America strength around the
world, including emerging markets such as India. And Merrill is
also strong in underwriting, an
area Bank of America identified
last week at an investors’ conference where it would like to be
more aggressive.
Bank of America and Merrill
Lynch wouldn’t comment on any
discussions.
The deal is all the more dramatic because Merrill, upon the
arrival of Mr. Thain, did more
than many U.S. financial giants
to insulate itself from the financial crisis that began last year. It
raised large amounts of capital,
purged itself of toxic assets and
sold big equity stakes, such as its
holding in financial-information
giant Bloomberg LP. That Merrill
hasopted to sell itself thus underscores the severity of the crisis.
The integration of Merrill,
known for its proud and sometimes testy brokerage force,
could turn out to be the biggest
test of Mr. Lewis’s career. Typically, the bank has made one big
deal and then taken time to carefully merge the two institutions.
But in recent years, acquisitions
have come at a furious pace. In
2004, the bank bought FleetBoston Financial Corp. A year later,
the bank agreed to buy MBNA
Corp., the credit-card firm. In
2007,BankofAmericaboughtChicago’s LaSalle Bank as part of the
breakup of Dutch bank ABNAmro Holding NV. Then came this
year’s purchase of Countrywide.

April 15: ‘The worst of
the impact on the
financial-services
industry is behind us,’
Lehman CEO Richard
Fuld says after the Wall
Street firm's annual
meeting. Despite the
firm's record earnings in
2007, investors are
nervous about the firm's mortgage exposure.

Sources: Staff reports; WSJ Market Data Group

BofA to Acquire Merrill for $44 Billion
Continued from Page One
contact Mr. Lewis to see if he
would be interested in a sale. The
two banks had had preliminary
discussions in the past, so the interest was there, according to a
person familiar with the matter.

March 16: Bear Stearns
is sold to J.P. Morgan
Chase.

Getty Images

Finding a Buyer

Morgan Stanley CEO John
Mack raised serious questions,
saying that this time it was Lehman and next time it would be
Merrill, according to people in attendance. “If we’re going to do
this deal, where does it end?” he
said, according to a person familiar with the matter. Other bankers in the room felt the same
way, this person added.
By noon on Saturday, Bank of
Americahadn’tbudgedfromitsposition that it needed government
support to consummate a deal.
The bottom line: It was effectively
out of the running. Little known to
others in the room, it was about to
start flirting with Merrill.
Outside the Fed’s downtown
NewYorkheadquarters,afortresslike building of stone and iron, a
fleetofblacklimousineswaitedfor
the bankers inside. At one point,
they blocked the narrow streets
aroundthebuilding,causingatraffic jam that had to be broken up by
the Fed’s uniformed guards.
BankersandFedstaffersmilled
outside, smoking cigarettes and
talking on their cellphones about
subjectssuchascounterpartyrisk,
a normally arcane matter of contract law, suddenly front and center. On one occasion, in the men’s
bathroom, a trio of bank CEOs debated the merits of a rescue plan.
The bond- and derivativetrading heads of major investment banks, assuming that a
deal to save Lehman was a diminishing possibility, gathered to
discuss how to deal with their exposure to minimize havoc Monday when markets opened.
Shortly after 5 p.m., a clutch of
Fed staffers left the building. The
day hadn’t gone well. The government and potential buyers remainedmiles apart, mainly due to
thebailoutissue. WallStreetexecutives left in cars parked in a garage to avoid being photographed
by the waiting press.
One person in the Fed meetings Saturday night described
them as “the world’s biggest
game of poker.”
With different doomsday scenarios being batted around the
meeting rooms, some participants felt the government would
blink and do a bailout. “This is going to go down to the last second,” one participant said.
With Bank of America backing
away from a deal, the enormity of
a potential bankruptcy filing by
Lehman started settling in. Even
understanding Lehman’s current
trading positions was tough. Lehman’s roster of interest-rate
swaps(atype ofderivative investment) ran about two million
strong, said one person familiar
with the matter.
Overnight,theoutlinesofpossibledealsstartedtocrystallize.The
idea that Wall Street firms would
fund a “bad bank” full of Lehman’s
problematic assets was dead. Unlike when Wall Street firms

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images

federal officials monitoring talks
to sell Lehman to Bank of America
realized that deal probably
wouldn’t be consummated without federal backing.
That triggered the call for the
Friday-evening meeting of financial titans. The gathering was attended by at least 30 executives,
a Who’s Who of Wall Street.
Mr. Geithner laid out two potential scenarios. One involved
an orderly dismantling of Lehman that would essentially end
its existence. But he also suggested that Wall Street firms
come up with their own solution—
perhaps by joining forces among
themselves to remove Lehman’s
riskiest and most toxic assets.
That move would make Lehman
more attractive to potential buyers, but would also require Wall
Street firms to commit their own
scarce money to the cleanup.
Mr. Paulson told the group it
wasin their interest to find a solution. “Everybody is exposed” to
Lehman,Mr.Paulson said,according to two people in attendance.
Most of the Wall Street executives present at the meeting listened and asked questions, but
didn’t show what hand they
might play. The meeting broke
up just after 8 p.m. Friday.

Major events in Wall Street’s credit crunch since June 2007:

Associated Press

Continued from Page One
the notion that the government
should eschew bailouts, since financial firms might take more
risks if they’re insulated from
the consequences. “Is that a
good thing or a bad thing?
We’re about to find out.”
One immediate impact: As
Lehman’s future darkened, Merrill Lynch & Co., another vulnerable firm, raced into the arms of
Bank of America Corp.
Now, however, barring some
last-minute, late-night alternative, Lehman will likely file for
liquidation, people familiar with
the situation said.
This account of the weekend’s
events was compiled from interviewswithWallStreet executives,
traders, government officials and
other participants in the talks.
The decline of Lehman—a storied, 158-year-old firm—occurred in slow motion this year.
Heavily exposed to troubled realestate investments, the firm
tried to raise fresh capital, only
to be thwarted. The most recent
disappointment came last Monday when a possible deal with a
Korean bank faded, sending Lehman’s shares down 45% the next
day. They had already fallen 80%
since the start of 2008.
On Tuesday and Wednesday,
when Mr. Paulson called Wall
StreetCEOs togive themearly notice of his no-bailout stance, some
argued to him that the governmentneeded tostructurearescue
like that of Bear Stearns, according to people familiar with the
matter. To prevent Bear Stearns’s
collapse in March, the Fed agreed
to put up $30 billion to help complete the acquisition of the failing
bank by J.P. Morgan Chase.
Around midweek, Messrs.
Paulson and Bernanke spoke privately and affirmed their mutual
intention to stand firm on the
question of using taxpayer funds.
Repeating that move with Lehman would create a terrible precedent, Mr. Paulson worried. Which
other firms would take that as a
cue to ask for U.S. government
help, and from what other industries?Detroitautomakerswerealready knocking at the door.
Mr. Paulson was also irked
thatWallStreet sawhim—former
CEO of Goldman Sachs—as someone who would always ride to
their rescue. And because Lehman’s troubles have been known
for a while, Mr. Paulson felt the
market had had time to prepare.
In addition, Lehman had access to special emergency lending from the Fed, something Bear
Stearns didn’t have when it was
struggling. This was another reason Mr. Paulson there shouldn’t
be a Bear-like rescue for Lehman.
The government’s no-bailout
decisionemergedasseriousobstacle for Lehman’s two most likely
buyers, Bank of America and Barclays PLC. Indeed, this past Friday,

The Lingering Storm
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Goldman,
Morgan Grasp
At Bitter Prize

G

oldman Sachs Group
and Morgan Stanley look
like survivors in Wall
Street’s purging of stand-alone
investment banks. But the prize
will be bitter.
The investment banks report
results this week for their fiscal
third quarter,
which ended in
August. Analysts
expect a profit
from both but
have slashed estimates in reBy Mark
cent months
Gongloff
amid the firestorm in financial markets.
Goldman and Morgan aren’t
only in better shape than other
bulge-bracket investment banks—
but they also may soon be the
only ones left. The credit crisis
has eliminated Bear Stearns and
is pushing Lehman Brothers toward liquidation. (Lehman,
which prereported last week, is
scheduled to formally report
third-quarter earnings on Thursday.) Merrill Lynch, due to report results next month, struck a
deal to sell itself to Bank of
America. It is trailing its peers,
thanks to its still-sizable exposure to the mortgage market.
Life isn’t much easier for the
survivors, however. The economy is slowing, markets are tumultuous and deal making is lethargic. Companies are raising
less cash in capital markets, and
hedge funds are going belly-up.
Banks are shedding the leverage,
or borrowed money, that turbocharged their revenue. In the
longer run, the industry faces
tighter regulation and a barren
market for slicing and dicing
debt into securities.
This means profit margins
will shrink until the investment
banks downsize, and they’ve
only just begun to do that. In a
recent note to clients, Oppenheimer analyst Meredith Whitney
pointed out that industry revenue was down 63% in the first
Year-to-date performance
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Source: WSJ Market Data Group

half of 2008 from the first half
of 2007, but expenses were cut
by just 10% during that period.
Non-compensation expenses,
which include buildings and technology, actually rose 25% from
the prior year.
Until now, brokers have been
reluctant to cut costs because
they thought life would get back
to normal as soon as the storm
of credit-market losses passed,
Ms. Whitney wrote. “This is
about to change, in our opinion.”
In the previous industry
downturn, in 2001-02 after the
tech-stock bubble burst, revenue
shrank for four quarters before
banks began to cut costs, and
then it took them roughly another four quarters to get rightsized for a world with less business, Ms. Whitney notes. The net
result was two solid years of
pain for the industry.
Today, investment banks
have already suffered from one
year of falling profits and stock
prices. Another full year doesn’t
seem like a stretch. It could take
four quarters to sufficiently cut
compensation costs, which make
up the majority of their expenses
and may be 22% to 50% too high,
according to various estimates.
One significant difference between this downturn and the previous one: Though the revenue
pie is smaller, there are fewer
firms to divvy it up. That means
Goldman and Morgan may not
need to shrink quite as much.
“That’s already been done for
them by Bear and Lehman,” says
Gregory Church, chief executive
of Church Capital Management
in Philadelphia, which owns
shares of both Goldman and Morgan. He warns, though, that the
shares won’t begin to recover until the broader market does. “I
don’t think we’re there yet.”
Email mark.gongloff@wsj.com
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AIG Scrambles to Raise Cash, Talks to Fed
Insurer Looks to Sell Automotive Business, Annuities Unit;
It Seeks $10 Billion in Fresh Capital as Downgrade Threatens
By Matthew Karnitschnig,
Liam Pleven
And Peter Lattman
nsurer American International Group Inc., succumbing to relentless investor pressure that
drove its shares down 31%
on Friday alone, is pulling together a survival plan that includes selling off some of its
most valuable assets, raising
more capital and going to the
Federal Reserve for help, people

I

familiar with the situation said.
The measures are aimed at
staving off a downgrade by major credit-rating firms. AIG executives worried that such an action would set off a chain reaction that could be fatal to the
firm. The insurer, which has already raised $20 billion in fresh
capital so far this year, was seeking to raise an additional $40 billion to avoid a downgrade.
During a weekend scramble
to shore up its finances, AIG
turned down a capital infusion

from a group of private-equity
firms led by J.C. Flowers & Co.
because an option tied to the offer would have effectively given
them control of the company, an
89-year-old giant that does business in nearly every corner of
the world.
The proposed option would
have allowed the firms to acquire AIG for $8 billion under certain conditions. That price is just
one-fourth of AIG’s current market value.
J.C. Flowers didn’t respond

to messages seeking comment.
When AIG’s board rejected
the capital infusion, the company’s recently appointed chairman and chief executive, Robert
Willumstad, took the extraordinary step of reaching out to the
Federal Reserve for help. Mr. Willumstad asked New York Federal
Reserve President Timothy Geithner if the Fed could backstop
some asset sales.
Two other private-equity
firms—Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. and TPG—offered to
inject capital into AIG if the Fed
agreed to provide the insurer
with a bridge loan until its restructuring plan was completed.
AIG viewed the request to the

Fed not as a bailout but rather as
a temporary measure that would
give the insurer some breathing
room until it was able to dispose
of the assets.
As of late Sunday, the Fed had
yet to decide whether to offer
the assistance. The Fed usually
deals with banks and brokers,
and it wasn’t clear what it could
do. An AIG spokesman had no
comment.
The Fed may not draw the
line with AIG’s request for support as clearly as it has with Lehman, distinguishing between its
lending programs and the use of
taxpayer funds. But any Fed action to help the firm still would
Please turn to the next page

A Chaotic Sunday Opens Wall Street’s Week
Moral Hazard’s Exit
Leaves Investors
To Sort Out the Mess

Crisis on Wall Street
The plight of several U.S. financial companies
led to ups and downs in the market.

Lehman Chairman
and CEO
Richard Fuld

By Annelena Lobb

I

nvestorsaregoingtobestaring in the face of moral hazard
when markets open Monday.
The collapse of Wall Street
firm Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc. coupled with a restructuring
of insurer American International Group Inc. and a deal by
Merrill Lynch & Co. to sell itself to
Bank of America could cause a decline, particularly among financial
stocks, when markets open.
Despite seriABREAST ous efforts by potential bidders
OF THE
and Lehman, a
MARKET
deal never came
togetherovertheweekend, largely
becausethefederalgovernmentrefusedtoputupanycash.Afterbackstopping BearStearns, Fannie Mae
andFreddie Mac,the Treasury and
Federal Reserve said no more.
The government’s logic was
that if investors were bailed out
again, they would expect a bailout
everytime,andthe so-calledmoral
hazard would disappear, making
peoplewillingtotakemassiverisks
in the belief they would be saved.
On Sunday afternoon, word
spreadthatBarclaysPLCappeared
unlikelytostrikeadealforLehman.
Hedge-fund managers logged onto
computers at home or went into
their offices, as they sought to prepare for the anticipated fallout of
the news. The markets on Monday
“will have all the elements of
chaos,” said one hedge-fund manager at a multibillion-dollar firm.
Regulators and others were
preparing for a busy Monday. The
New York Stock Exchange prepared contingency plans over the
weekend to reassign the roughly
200 blue-chip stocks that are
traded by Lehman’s “specialist”
unit (the floor-trading firms at the
NYSE that are assigned to specific
stocks), according to people familiar with the matter.

Friday, Sept. 5: The Treasury Department puts the
finishing touches on a plan to put Fannie and
Freddie into conservatorship, capping a week in
which investors bailed out of the
mortgage-finance firms’ shares.
Sunday, Sept. 7: The U.S. seizes Fannie
and Freddie, ousting their CEOs.
Washington Mutual ousts longtime
CEO Kerry Killinger (below left).
Associated Press
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Monday, Sept. 8:
Despite skepticsm
at the Fannie/
Freddie rescue,
stocks surge
world-wide. The
Dow jumps 289.78
to 11510.74.
Tuesday, Sept. 9: Korea
Development Bank ends talks to
invest in Lehman Brothers, sending
the Wall Street firm’s shares down
45%. The Dow slides 280.01.

Dow edged up 38.19.
Thursday, Sept. 11:
Lehman, with the Fed
and Treasury pitching in,
actively pursued a sale,
something CEO Richard
Fuld had been resisting.
Its shares slid 42%,
though the Dow gained 164.79.

Wednesday, Sept. 10: Lehman
unveils a plan to shed most of its
real-estate assets, sell half of its
Neuberger Berman moneymanagement arm and slash its
dividend. Its shares bounced up,
then fell 6.9% as doubts grew. The

Friday, Sept. 12: The New York Fed
convenes an emergency meeting
with the Treasury and
key financial-industry
executives to
determine the fate of
Lehman and determine
how to halt the credit
crisis. Treasury
Secretary Hank Paulson
(right) is reluctant to

With shares of Lehman at $3
apiece, stock investors have almost priced in a bankruptcy-protection filing. But it’s not clear
how Lehman’s bonds and creditdefault swaps will fare.
Sunday was effectively a work

day on Wall Street, and traders at
fully staffed desks sold off Lehman
bonds and tried to buy protection
against default by Lehman and
other big Wall Street firms. There
were worries that downgrades or
margin calls could cause investors

Oil Set to Fall Past $100,
But Its Stay May Be Brief
The move lower raised the
odds that oil will close below
ust two months ago, $100 $100 for the first time since
oil seemed like a distant and March 4 upon its Monday settlefond memory. Now it’s back ment.
on the scene, bringing a mix of reOil futures have slumped by
lief and trepidanearly a third
tion.
from
their
Crude-Oil Futures
After a lone
peak of more
Daily settlement price on the
trade at $99.99
than $145 in
October contract
a barrel Friday,
July. While
benchmark
many forecastLate Sunday intraday price*:
crude futures
ers say the
$99.09 a barrel, down $2.09
pushed lower
world’s long$160
Sunday even afterm thirst for
ter Hurricane
oil should keep
140
Ike forced wideprices at a sim120
spread shutmer for years
downs of Gulf
to come, they
100
Coast refineraren’t ruling
ies and oil platout a return to
80
forms.
double digits
60
Light,
for now.
J F M A M J J A S
sweet crude
“If the mar*Electronic trading
for October deket could overSource: Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group
livery was at
shoot on the
$99.09 a barrel
way up, it can
late Sunday on the New York Mer- certainly undershoot on the way
cantile Exchange, down $2.09, or down on bearish sentiment,”
2.1%, in a special early electronic- said Harry Tchilinguirian, senior
trading sessions scheduled in re- oil market analyst at BNP
Please turn to the back page
sponse to the storm.

By Gregory Meyer

put further government funding
behind any move to save Lehman.
The Dow fell 11.72, before news
of the meeting.
Saturday and Sunday, Sept.
13-14: Talks went on throughout
the weekend, with Bank of
America and Barclays among
high-profile potential saviors. But
the government was reluctant to
lend financial support, so
potential suitors pulled away,
pushing Lehman
toward liquidation.
Bank of America
struck a pact to
acquire Merrill
Lynch for around
$44 billion.
Getty Images
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Chuck Prince Lands
At Stonebridge

After shooting up, the dollar could weaken as a host
of U.S. woes weigh — FOREX VIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C2
Players in trillion-dollar swap market face questions
of how to settle bets — CRISIS ON WALL STREET . . . . C3
The pound’s decline has made London a vacation
destination — LETTER FROM THE CITY . . . . . . . . . . . C6

to dump securities to raise cash.
There are several scenarios for
Monday’s markets and an equal
number for the months ahead. The
worst case is if markets tumble
Monday as investor anxiety about
a financial meltdown grows. Mar-

kets are already in bear territory
due to the credit crunch and the
economic slowdown, but a big decline would show that investors remain afraid of how bad things
could still get.
After having seen shares of
Bear Stearns, Lehman, Fannie and
Freddie get wiped out, value investors who normally dive in to buy
battered stocks could be more reluctant, especially with financial
stocks. Many of those investors
have had big losses recently and
are suffering investor redemptions, further reducing the chance
they would be buyers. That could
allow the stocks to fall a lot farther
than they normally would.
Several investors said the reaction will be more muted because
marketshad seen this coming. “Everybody’s prepared this time—it’s
different from Bear Stearns,” said
Jim Awad, managing director of
Zephyr Management. He added:
“There could be a brief relief rally.
You won’t get a 1,000-point shock
drop because we’re all ready for it.
But a grueling, long bear market
will resume.”
The AIG move to sell off assets
andtheMerrillsaletoBankofAmerica, especially if the price is seen as
good, could also calm investors.
Financials broadly are priced
for terrible news and sentiment is
awful. The Dow Jones Financial
Sector index has fallen 30% over
the past 12 months, compared
with 14% for the Standard & Poor’s
500-stock index. Many analysts
don’t expect a broad recovery in
the sector anytime before 2009.
Brokerage firms should underperform for several more quarters
as they continue to deleverage and
as asset prices fall, Meredith Whitney, an analyst for Oppenheimer,
wrote in a research note.
Financials “are going to be
screaming buys at some point, but
it’s too soon to be calling a bottom,” says Jeff Harte, a managing
directorwho covers banks and brokers for Sandler O’Neill & Partners
in Chicago.
But some investors are starting to see past the current mess.
Despite the bad news over the past
Please turn to the next page

There’s a reason the words happy
and medium go together.
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CRISIS ON WALL STREET

Week Unlikely to Be Kind to Dollar

MARKETBEAT
Market Insight From WSJ.com

Aimless Market Requires Agility
A Week of Wild Swings Ends With Dow Industrials
Rising 1.8%; Buy on Markdowns, or Run for Cover?

Lehman Troubles
And Fed’s Meeting
Seen as Unhelpful
By Dan Molinski

when companies in one sector have been painted with a
broad brush, tarred along
with other troubled names.
Keeping in mind the possibility that equities can get
hit at any time, he adds that
“you need to keep some extra-dry powder, recognizing these pressures sometimes again have a cancerous effect—where they im-

By David Gaffen
he possible performance of markets this
week brings to mind the cliché about not knowing
where you’re going, but making great time in getting
there.
To say investors are confused is putting it mildly.
They are coming off a week
in which financial shares
were thrashed, despite the
insistence that the fundamentals do not justify the
skittishness. Volatility rose
sharply, and the Dow industrials swung wildly every
day. A long-term investor
might see a good opening to
buy a stock, but if the shares
then drop another 20% in a
day, that’s a confidencebuster.
“Wall Street is a funny
place in the following fashion: If you were going to a retail store and things were
30% off, you’d buy, but on
Wa l l St re e t , yo u ge t
scared,” says Michael
Strauss, chief economist
and strategist at Commonfund.
This environment is
good news for a trader with
the agility of Spider-Man
and the mathematical chops
of Steven Hawking, but for
everyone else, it can be frustrating.
“It’s a great environment
for traders, assuming
you’re smart enough to be
on the right side of a trade,
but it’s much harder for everyone else,” says Michael
Cuggino, chief executive at
Permanent Portfolio Family
of Funds.
Despite the volatility,
the Dow ended Friday’s session just 1.8% higher than
where it started the week.
According to Bespoke Investment Group, 53% of the
stocks in the Standard &
Poor’s 500-stock index are
trading above their 50-day
moving averages.
For Mr. Strauss, this
translates into a buying opportunity,
particularly

Getty Images
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Spider-Man may fare well in
the market this week, but
superhuman ability aside, it
could be tough going.
pact [stocks] in a broader or
deeper way.”
Similarly, Ari Bergmann,
principal at Penso Capital
Markets, says the unwinding among leveraged investors in financials, resource
stocks, and commodity markets might be coming to an
end. If a bit of normalcy ensues, it could be an opportunity for the more-patient investor.
Mr. Cuggino says there’s
a difficulty in managing
long-term investments in
this short-term-oriented
market, but his advice for investors is simple: “Don’t get
wrapped up too much in one
day, one week, or one
month, and don’t get overly
excited about one data
point or a daily occurrence
or event.”
Read the continuously updated
look inside the markets, free
online at wsj.com/marketbeat

A weakening of the dollar that
began Friday after two months of
solid gains could continue this
week as the U.S. financial sector
seeks to come to grips with the
fallout from the credit crunch.
Tuesday’s Federal Reserve
policy meeting isn’t likely to help
either, particularly if central
bankers indicate
that an October
FOREX
rate cut is at
VIEW
least possible
given the still-struggling U.S.
economy and the fragile state of
the nation’s financial sector.
The dollar has risen like a meteor since late July, fending off
hurricanes, the U.S. government
bailout of failing mortgage firms,
downbeat economic forecasts by
the Federal Reserve, even the prospect of another Fed rate cut.
But its gains came under
threat of reversal already Friday
as markets prepared for a solution to problems of Lehman
Brothers Holdings Inc. By late

Sunday, prospects of a deal,
though, had dimmed and traders
were preparing for a possible
bankruptcy filing. While such a
move could prompt more flight-tosafety flows into the dollar, it
could be offset by developments
elsewhere in the financial sector.
Late Sunday, The Wall Street
Journal reported that Merrill
Lynch & Co., another struggling
broker, agreed to sell itself to
Bank of America Corp. The Journal also said American International Group Inc., another firm
struggling to raise capital, plans
to announce a widespread restructuring Monday.
The notion that the financial
sector is undertaking measures
to deal with its problems could
bolster risk appetite, setting the
stage for higher oil and other
commodity prices. And higher oil
prices are the one test the dollar
hasn’t had to deal with in the past
two months, as crude futures
have moved steadily toward
$100 a barrel from record highs
near $150 early in the summer.
Even as oil fell to a sixmonth low Friday, the dollar
fell sharply because, according
to analysts, it has simply became way overbought by investors over the past two months
amid signs of sharp economic

Since hitting a historical
high at $1.6040 in mid-July,
the euro has fallen 16% to
The yen and the euro against the dollar,
reach a one-year low of
and the dollar versus the currencies of
$1.3882 last week. Signs
the major trading partners of the U.S.
that other economies
(J.P. Morgan trade-weighted index)
around the globe are weakening sharply have driven dol20%
lar strength, which was also
helped by lower oil prices.
Against this backdrop,
10
analysts see the euro’s tradYen
ing between $1.38 and $1.45
this week. Against the yen,
Euro
the dollar is likely to move
0
between 105.50 yen and
Dollar
109.50 yen.
(J.P.
Friday, indications that
Morgan
–10
index)
a Lehman deal could be in
2007
’08
the works helped the euro
$ per 52-wk chng
Per $
and hurt the dollar. Late af$0.009332
Up 7.6%
¥107.16
Yen
ternoon in New York, the
euro was at $1.4217 from
$1.3947
Up 0.4%
Œ0.7170
Euro
$1.3947 late Thursday. The
84.3 Down 0.5%
Dollar index
dollar was at 107.87 yen
Sources: Thomson Reuters; J.P. Morgan via
from 107.16. The British
WSJ Market Data Group
pound was at $1.7942 from
$1.7528, and the dollar was
weakness in Europe and Asia.
at 1.1311 Swiss francs from 1.1406.
“We’ve slipped under $100 a
As for the Fed meeting, anabarrel for oil, which should theo- lysts say they aren’t expecting too
retically be helping the dollar,” many fireworks, with the central
said Stephen Malyon, currency bank seen leaving rates steady at
strategist at Scotia Capital. “But 2.0%. Markets last week raised
the dollar was just so overbought, slightly the odds of a rate cut late
and its strength over the past cou- this year or early next year amid
ple months was staggering.”
widespread economic weakness.

Forex Race

Treasurys Keep Allure Amid Bleak News
By Min Zeng
Treasurys will continue to
have fans in the weeks ahead as
worries over financial-sector
problems and global growth persist.
Late Sunday, the prospects of
a deal for Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc.
dimmedandtradCREDIT
MARKETS ing desks on Wall
Street prepared
for a possible bankruptcy filing by
the U.S. investment bank. At the
same time, The Wall Street Journal reported that Merrill Lynch &
Co., another struggling investment bank, agreed to sell itself to
Bank of America Corp.
While Lehman’s problems
could prompt some flight-tosafety flows into Treasurys in
Monday trading, a tie-up between
Bank of America and Merrill
could help alleviate worries over
the outlook for the broader financial system.
Tony Crescenzi, chief bond-

market strategist at Miller Tabak
& Co. expects stock markets to
weaken, risk premiums on credit
to widen and Treasurys to get
some bids as the markets digest
the developments of the weekend.
“I don’t see anything catastrophic,” he said, noting that Lehman’s problems were well-flagged
and that investors were better prepared than in March, when Bear
Stearns hadto berescued. The Federal Reserve’s wide array of liquidity facilities should also help ensure that short-term funding markets continue to function, he said.
But given the concern surrounding other financial firms,
such as Washington Mutual Inc.
and American International
Group Inc., it would be foolish to
write off Treasurys just yet.
“It seems like when you remove one piece of systemic risk,
the market starts focusing on
the next one,” said Derek Brown,
a bond-fund manager at Los Angeles-based Transamerica Investment Management.

In past episodes, such as the
near collapse of Bear Stearns in
March and the government takeover of Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac earlier this month, buyers
have returned to Treasurys after a
brief selloff. The recent rally has
pushed yields on two-year and
10-year notes to multimonth lows.
This week, investors get quarterly reports from Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. and Morgan
Stanley. AIG plans to disclose a
comprehensive restructuring
early Monday, according to the
Journal.
A weakening macroeconomic
picture adds to the blues. U.S.
house prices continue to drop as
foreclosures and delinquencies
remain at elevated levels. Economies from the euro zone to the
U.K. are also showing signs of faltering.
The bleak sentiment has contributed to a rout of commodities
and reduced inflation expectations, while reigniting speculation
about lower rates in the U.S., the

euro zone and the U.K. next year.
Tuesday, Fed policy makers
are widely expected to hold the
federal-funds rate at 2%, but interest-rate futures traders have
started rebuilding bets of a rate
cut by year end or in early 2009.
“I think the Fed will be forced
to lower rates again to help the
banks provide liquidity into year
end,” said Brian Edmonds, head
of interest rates at Cantor Fitzgerald in New York. “It is looking
more and more like deflation, not
inflation, is the biggest worry.”
Falling commodity prices and
weakening growth have hammered inflation-linked debt in
major economies. In the U.S., the
selling in Treasury inflation-protected securities, or TIPS, has
pushed the 10-year break-even
rate to the lowest levels since
mid-2003, the year when talk of
deflation dominated markets.
Break-evens measure the gap between nominal and TIPS yields
and reflect inflation expectations
over the securities’ maturity.

Asset Managers Tighten AIG Scrambles to Raise Cash, Talks With Fed
Their Risk Management

Stocks to Be Tested Today
Manic Monday?
v The Situation: With Wall
Street’s day of reckoning
gaining pace, investors are
poised to return to a different
market from the one left Friday.
v The Latest: Lehman
Brothers, Merrill Lynch and
AIG all had a tumultuous
weekend of talks to try and
solve problems.
v Bottom Line: Perhaps
bargains exist, but it may be
best to wait and see.

strategist. “We felt that the sector
had discounted a lot of bad news,”
Mr. Gayle says.
Once investors digest this
weekend’s news, they can start to
worry about the coming earnings
season. Lately, the market has
fallen into a pattern. First comes a
pullback as everyone braces for
the bad news.
“Every quarter, brokers prepare to report and the stock market gets cautious,” says Marc
Pado, U.S. market strategist atCantor Fitzgerald. “The rumors go
around, how bad, how much.”
Next comes a relief rally—at
least, that has been the case for
the previous two quarters—as investors tell themselves the worst
is over. “We see this every quarter,
caution going in and optimism
coming out,” Mr. Pado says.

BLACK
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week, financial stocks in the S&P
500 are still about 20% above the
low hit in July.
David Ellison, a fund manager
at FBR Capital Markets Corp. who
hadbeendeeply bearish on the sector, said he has recently bought “a
few” financial stocks.
At the end of June, cash levels
in his Large Cap Financial Fund
and Small Cap FiABREAST nancial Fund
stood at 50% and
OF THE
38%, up from 2%
MARKET
and 0% at the
start of 2007, respectively, according to Morningstar Inc. He says
cash levels are lower now than in
June, but only slightly.
“What you’re seeing now is the
development of haves and havenots,” Mr. Ellison says. “You have
names like Wells Fargo on one
side, which seems to be doing a
good job of dealing with its negatives. Meantime, you have WaMu
and Lehman on the other side.”
Joining Mr. Ellisonin thistentative optimism are fund managers
at Ceredex Value Advisors,
IronOak Advisors, and Silvant Capital Management, subsidiaries of
Atlanta-based RidgeWorth Capital Management.
They have shifted to a neutral
position in financial stocks from
an underweight position in their
large-cap equity funds over the
past few months, says Alan Gayle,
RidgeWorth’s senior investment

Deutsche Bank’s Carson Makes a Second Shuffle
By Renèe Schultes
Deutsche Bank AG’s head of
global equity derivatives, Rich
Carson, has made a second
round of management changes
to the group, four months after
he was named to the post.
He has reshuffled several senior managers as he moves to improve the performance of the
business, which had been hit in
the first half of the year.
Nino Kjellman, joint European head of global equity derivatives, will relocate to Hong

Kong, succeeding Chiehmi Chan,
who will be moving to London after three years in Asia to become
head of Ceema equities, which includes cash and derivatives. Mr.
Kjellman will also become head
of risk in Asia. Mr. Chan succeeds
Roger Naylor, who has been
named as Mr. Kjellman’s replacement in Europe. Mr. Naylor will
work alongside joint head in Europe Phil Lonergan.
A spokeswoman for Deutsche
Bank in London confirmed the
changes, which are the final
pieces of a management

shake-up in the division initiated
by Mr. Carson, who was named
to the global role in May. Deutsche combined several business
units around that time, including
its synthetic- and complex-equities businesses, to form a globalequity derivatives division.
Revenue in the business has
fallen this year. Deutsche said a
41% decline in equity sales and
trading revenue to Œ830 million
($1.18 billion) the second quarter,
compared to the same period a
year before, primarily reflected
“lower revenues in equity deriva-
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More than half of U.S. asset
managers have tightened their
risk management in an effort to
guard against the possibility
that a counterparty on the
other side of a derivatives trade
fails, a new report says.
Nearly two-thirds of the 32
buy-side firms surveyed by consultancy Tabb Group said the credit
crunch has had a significant impact on their trading of over-thecounter derivatives, with 57% saying it has increased their focus on
counterparty risk.
Large asset managers are
seeking to limit their exposure
to individual investment banks,
while smaller funds are being
forced to look elsewhere for liquidity as banks pull back capi-

tal, according to Adam Sussman,
director of research at Tabb
Group and author of the study.
Last month, the Counterparty Risk Management Policy
Group, an industry panel composed of major banks and fund
managers, urged participants in
the over-the-counter markets to
step up their efforts to streamline trading and curb risk.
The equity derivatives market has grown 27% a year on average over the past decade, as buyside firms seek to differentiate
themselves by moving into the
space, the Tabb Group report
said.
The research was based on interviews with 17 investment managers and 15 hedge funds with a total $6.35 trillion of assets under
management.

that it would try again to unload Inc. executive who has been AIG’s
the unit.
chairman since 2006.
AIG could also raise cash by
When Mr. Willumstad said in
selling its investments in Black- June that he would release his
stone Group LP, which is also turnaround plan in a few months,
helping to advise the insurer on some wondered whether that
its restructuring. AIG owns a gave him enough time to get his
stake in Blackstone worth about hands around such a multifaceted
$700 million. It also has roughly enterprise. But rapid shifts in the
$1 billion in investments in Black- market have forced his hand.
stone’s funds, according to reguMr. Willumstad reached out
latory filings, that it could sell in to Mr. Greenberg after taking
the secondary market.
over in June, But a spokesman
It’s not clear whether AIG has for Mr. Greenberg said the
buyers lined up for any of the as- former CEO wasn’t involved in
sets it wants to sell. Also unclear the weekend talks, “though he reis how much interest private-eq- peatedly offered to assist in anyuity firms would take in an AIG way he could”—suggesting that
investment, and whether they Mr. Willumstad was pursuing his
have enough capital to make a own strategy.
dent in AIG’s problems.
The aircraft-leasing arm could
“The numbers are
be part of his efforts.
too daunting,” said a seFounded in 1973, ILFC
nior executive at a large
boasts a fleet of more
private-equity firm.
than 900 airplanes valGiven AIG’s huge balued at more than
ance sheet, “we just
$50 billion. It is the largdon’t have enough capiest single customer for
tal to fill the hole.”
both Boeing Co. and EuOver four decades,
ropean Aeronautic Deformer Chief Executive
fence & Space Co.’s AirMauriceR. “Hank”Greenbus. Given that ILFC
berg built AIG into one of
logged record operating
the world’s largest finanincome of $352 million
Robert
cial firms. He made main the second quarter,
Willumstad
jor acquisitions, and
its value may be relapushed AIG into businesses be- tively high at the moment comyondthe world of traditional insur- pared to some other AIG units.
ance. For years, investors paid a
S&P said AIG had enough
hefty premium to buy AIG shares. money to pay claims and post colNow AIG is not even the most lateral, if needed—an important
valuableinsurer in the U.S., asmea- statement, given that AIG could
sured by market capitalization.
have to post billions of dollars if
A 2005 accounting scandal it got downgraded.
precipitated Mr. Greenberg’s deAIG had over $1 trillion in asparture. He has denied wrongdo- sets at the end of the second
ing. A protégé, Martin Sullivan, quarter. Its shareholders equity—
ran the company until this sum- assets minus liabilities—stood
mer when he was replaced under at about $78 billion at that point.
shareholder pressure with Mr.
—Sudeep Reddy
Willumstad, a former Citigroup
contributed to this article.

tives, due to lower customer activity in structured products and
persistent difficult conditions in
correlation trading.”
As many as 10 equity derivatives front-office staff have left
the London business since last
summer. Several moved to Credit
Suisse, which spent last year raising its trader head count. Yan Assoun, former head of single
stocks and correlation trading at
Deutsche was among the most senior to go, joining Credit Suisse
as head of European equity derivatives trading in November.
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By Tom Fairless

Continued from the prior page
proposed shift of assets. Insurhave a high bar. Central bank offi- ers typically face stringent regucials took an extraordinary step lations on how they use their asin expanding the discount win- sets, as regulators seek to make
dow to securities firms earlier sure that they can meet their obthis year. Expanding it to other ligations to policyholders.
firms would be another big step,
The turmoil in housing and
though it could be considered if credit markets has hammered
a case can be made for how such AIG, largely because of contracts
a lending lifeline would be criti- it sold protecting others against
cal to overall financial
losses tied to subprime
stability.
loans and other risky
The assets AIG inassets. AIG’s stock has
tends to sell include its
fallen nearly 80% this
domestic automotive
year. It reported a secbusiness and its annuond-quarter net loss of
ities unit, according to
$5.36 billion last
people familiar with the
month after a firstmatter. It also looked into
quarter loss of $7.81 bilselling its aircraft-leaslion.
ing arm, International
Among its chalLease Finance Corp., but
lenges: It doesn’t have
it isn’t clear whether acaccess to the Fed’s lendTimothy
tion on ILFC will be part
ing window, as some
Geithner
of the emergency steps.
other troubled finanAIG also considered shifting cial firms do. It could face signifiassets from its regulated insur- cant claims from Hurricane Ike,
ance business to its holding com- which battered the Texas coast
pany, which would help the hold- over the weekend. It had to pay a
ing company respond to de- stiff premium in August when it
mands for cash or collateral. But borrowed money in the corpothat plan was met with resis- rate bond market.
tance from regulators and by
As recently as Thursday, AIG
late Sunday it appeared unlikely said it was sticking to a schedule
it would come together.
to unveil its strategic plan on
The rush for cash represents a Sept. 25. But its shares fell 31% on
remarkable comedown for AIG, Friday alone. Late that day, Stanwhose role in global finance is in dard & Poor’s warned that it could
many ways as critical as invest- cut AIG’s credit rating by one to
ment banks such as Lehman three notches, citing concerns
Brothers. AIG’s troubles were one that AIG would have difficulty raisof the subjects at the weekend ing capital. Such a step would
meeting of Wall Street chiefs and make it more expensive for AIG to
regulators at the New York Fed.
borrow and further undermine inEric Dinallo, the insurance su- vestor confidence in the company.
perintendent in AIG’s home
Earlier this year, AIG considstate of New York, took a signifi- ered selling or spinning off ILFC,
cant role in the talks over the the aircraft-leasing arm, but it
weekend, according to a person decided against the idea in June.
familiar with the matter. One key Since then, AIG’s position has deissue, the person said, was the teriorated, making it more likely
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Week Unlikely to Be Kind to Dollar
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Aimless Market Requires Agility
A Week of Wild Swings Ends With Dow Industrials
Rising 1.8%; Buy on Markdowns, or Run for Cover?

Lehman Troubles
And Fed’s Meeting
Seen as Unhelpful
By Dan Molinski

when companies in one sector have been painted with a
broad brush, tarred along
with other troubled names.
Keeping in mind the possibility that equities can get
hit at any time, he adds that
“you need to keep some extra-dry powder, recognizing these pressures sometimes again have a cancerous effect—where they im-

By David Gaffen
he possible performance of markets this
week brings to mind the cliché about not knowing
where you’re going, but making great time in getting
there.
To say investors are confused is putting it mildly.
They are coming off a week
in which financial shares
were thrashed, despite the
insistence that the fundamentals do not justify the
skittishness. Volatility rose
sharply, and the Dow industrials swung wildly every
day. A long-term investor
might see a good opening to
buy a stock, but if the shares
then drop another 20% in a
day, that’s a confidencebuster.
“Wall Street is a funny
place in the following fashion: If you were going to a retail store and things were
30% off, you’d buy, but on
Wa l l St re e t , yo u ge t
scared,” says Michael
Strauss, chief economist
and strategist at Commonfund.
This environment is
good news for a trader with
the agility of Spider-Man
and the mathematical chops
of Steven Hawking, but for
everyone else, it can be frustrating.
“It’s a great environment
for traders, assuming
you’re smart enough to be
on the right side of a trade,
but it’s much harder for everyone else,” says Michael
Cuggino, chief executive at
Permanent Portfolio Family
of Funds.
Despite the volatility,
the Dow ended Friday’s session just 1.8% higher than
where it started the week.
According to Bespoke Investment Group, 53% of the
stocks in the Standard &
Poor’s 500-stock index are
trading above their 50-day
moving averages.
For Mr. Strauss, this
translates into a buying opportunity,
particularly
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Spider-Man may fare well in
the market this week, but
superhuman ability aside, it
could be tough going.
pact [stocks] in a broader or
deeper way.”
Similarly, Ari Bergmann,
principal at Penso Capital
Markets, says the unwinding among leveraged investors in financials, resource
stocks, and commodity markets might be coming to an
end. If a bit of normalcy ensues, it could be an opportunity for the more-patient investor.
Mr. Cuggino says there’s
a difficulty in managing
long-term investments in
this short-term-oriented
market, but his advice for investors is simple: “Don’t get
wrapped up too much in one
day, one week, or one
month, and don’t get overly
excited about one data
point or a daily occurrence
or event.”
Read the continuously updated
look inside the markets, free
online at wsj.com/marketbeat

A weakening of the dollar that
began Friday after two months of
solid gains could continue this
week as the U.S. financial sector
seeks to come to grips with the
fallout from the credit crunch.
Tuesday’s Federal Reserve
policy meeting isn’t likely to help
either, particularly if central
bankers indicate
that an October
FOREX
rate cut is at
VIEW
least possible
given the still-struggling U.S.
economy and the fragile state of
the nation’s financial sector.
The dollar has risen like a meteor since late July, fending off
hurricanes, the U.S. government
bailout of failing mortgage firms,
downbeat economic forecasts by
the Federal Reserve, even the prospect of another Fed rate cut.
But its gains came under
threat of reversal already Friday
as markets prepared for a solution to problems of Lehman
Brothers Holdings Inc. By late

Sunday, prospects of a deal,
though, had dimmed and traders
were preparing for a possible
bankruptcy filing. While such a
move could prompt more flight-tosafety flows into the dollar, it
could be offset by developments
elsewhere in the financial sector.
Late Sunday, The Wall Street
Journal reported that Merrill
Lynch & Co., another struggling
broker, agreed to sell itself to
Bank of America Corp. The Journal also said American International Group Inc., another firm
struggling to raise capital, plans
to announce a widespread restructuring Monday.
The notion that the financial
sector is undertaking measures
to deal with its problems could
bolster risk appetite, setting the
stage for higher oil and other
commodity prices. And higher oil
prices are the one test the dollar
hasn’t had to deal with in the past
two months, as crude futures
have moved steadily toward
$100 a barrel from record highs
near $150 early in the summer.
Even as oil fell to a sixmonth low Friday, the dollar
fell sharply because, according
to analysts, it has simply became way overbought by investors over the past two months
amid signs of sharp economic

Since hitting a historical
high at $1.6040 in mid-July,
the euro has fallen 16% to
The yen and the euro against the dollar,
reach a one-year low of
and the dollar versus the currencies of
$1.3882 last week. Signs
the major trading partners of the U.S.
that other economies
(J.P. Morgan trade-weighted index)
around the globe are weakening sharply have driven dol20%
lar strength, which was also
helped by lower oil prices.
Against this backdrop,
10
analysts see the euro’s tradYen
ing between $1.38 and $1.45
this week. Against the yen,
Euro
the dollar is likely to move
0
between 105.50 yen and
Dollar
109.50 yen.
(J.P.
Friday, indications that
Morgan
–10
index)
a Lehman deal could be in
2007
’08
the works helped the euro
$ per 52-wk chng
Per $
and hurt the dollar. Late af$0.009332
Up 7.6%
¥107.16
Yen
ternoon in New York, the
euro was at $1.4217 from
$1.3947
Up 0.4%
Œ0.7170
Euro
$1.3947 late Thursday. The
84.3 Down 0.5%
Dollar index
dollar was at 107.87 yen
Sources: Thomson Reuters; J.P. Morgan via
from 107.16. The British
WSJ Market Data Group
pound was at $1.7942 from
$1.7528, and the dollar was
weakness in Europe and Asia.
at 1.1311 Swiss francs from 1.1406.
“We’ve slipped under $100 a
As for the Fed meeting, anabarrel for oil, which should theo- lysts say they aren’t expecting too
retically be helping the dollar,” many fireworks, with the central
said Stephen Malyon, currency bank seen leaving rates steady at
strategist at Scotia Capital. “But 2.0%. Markets last week raised
the dollar was just so overbought, slightly the odds of a rate cut late
and its strength over the past cou- this year or early next year amid
ple months was staggering.”
widespread economic weakness.

Forex Race

Treasurys Keep Allure Amid Bleak News
By Min Zeng
Treasurys will continue to
have fans in the weeks ahead as
worries over financial-sector
problems and global growth persist.
Late Sunday, the prospects of
a deal for Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc.
dimmedandtradCREDIT
MARKETS ing desks on Wall
Street prepared
for a possible bankruptcy filing by
the U.S. investment bank. At the
same time, The Wall Street Journal reported that Merrill Lynch &
Co., another struggling investment bank, agreed to sell itself to
Bank of America Corp.
While Lehman’s problems
could prompt some flight-tosafety flows into Treasurys in
Monday trading, a tie-up between
Bank of America and Merrill
could help alleviate worries over
the outlook for the broader financial system.
Tony Crescenzi, chief bond-

market strategist at Miller Tabak
& Co. expects stock markets to
weaken, risk premiums on credit
to widen and Treasurys to get
some bids as the markets digest
the developments of the weekend.
“I don’t see anything catastrophic,” he said, noting that Lehman’s problems were well-flagged
and that investors were better prepared than in March, when Bear
Stearns hadto berescued. The Federal Reserve’s wide array of liquidity facilities should also help ensure that short-term funding markets continue to function, he said.
But given the concern surrounding other financial firms,
such as Washington Mutual Inc.
and American International
Group Inc., it would be foolish to
write off Treasurys just yet.
“It seems like when you remove one piece of systemic risk,
the market starts focusing on
the next one,” said Derek Brown,
a bond-fund manager at Los Angeles-based Transamerica Investment Management.

In past episodes, such as the
near collapse of Bear Stearns in
March and the government takeover of Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac earlier this month, buyers
have returned to Treasurys after a
brief selloff. The recent rally has
pushed yields on two-year and
10-year notes to multimonth lows.
This week, investors get quarterly reports from Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. and Morgan
Stanley. AIG plans to disclose a
comprehensive restructuring
early Monday, according to the
Journal.
A weakening macroeconomic
picture adds to the blues. U.S.
house prices continue to drop as
foreclosures and delinquencies
remain at elevated levels. Economies from the euro zone to the
U.K. are also showing signs of faltering.
The bleak sentiment has contributed to a rout of commodities
and reduced inflation expectations, while reigniting speculation
about lower rates in the U.S., the

euro zone and the U.K. next year.
Tuesday, Fed policy makers
are widely expected to hold the
federal-funds rate at 2%, but interest-rate futures traders have
started rebuilding bets of a rate
cut by year end or in early 2009.
“I think the Fed will be forced
to lower rates again to help the
banks provide liquidity into year
end,” said Brian Edmonds, head
of interest rates at Cantor Fitzgerald in New York. “It is looking
more and more like deflation, not
inflation, is the biggest worry.”
Falling commodity prices and
weakening growth have hammered inflation-linked debt in
major economies. In the U.S., the
selling in Treasury inflation-protected securities, or TIPS, has
pushed the 10-year break-even
rate to the lowest levels since
mid-2003, the year when talk of
deflation dominated markets.
Break-evens measure the gap between nominal and TIPS yields
and reflect inflation expectations
over the securities’ maturity.

Asset Managers Tighten AIG Scrambles to Raise Cash, Talks With Fed
Their Risk Management

Stocks to Be Tested Today
Manic Monday?
v The Situation: With Wall
Street’s day of reckoning
gaining pace, investors are
poised to return to a different
market from the one left Friday.
v The Latest: Lehman
Brothers, Merrill Lynch and
AIG all had a tumultuous
weekend of talks to try and
solve problems.
v Bottom Line: Perhaps
bargains exist, but it may be
best to wait and see.

strategist. “We felt that the sector
had discounted a lot of bad news,”
Mr. Gayle says.
Once investors digest this
weekend’s news, they can start to
worry about the coming earnings
season. Lately, the market has
fallen into a pattern. First comes a
pullback as everyone braces for
the bad news.
“Every quarter, brokers prepare to report and the stock market gets cautious,” says Marc
Pado, U.S. market strategist atCantor Fitzgerald. “The rumors go
around, how bad, how much.”
Next comes a relief rally—at
least, that has been the case for
the previous two quarters—as investors tell themselves the worst
is over. “We see this every quarter,
caution going in and optimism
coming out,” Mr. Pado says.
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week, financial stocks in the S&P
500 are still about 20% above the
low hit in July.
David Ellison, a fund manager
at FBR Capital Markets Corp. who
hadbeendeeply bearish on the sector, said he has recently bought “a
few” financial stocks.
At the end of June, cash levels
in his Large Cap Financial Fund
and Small Cap FiABREAST nancial Fund
stood at 50% and
OF THE
38%, up from 2%
MARKET
and 0% at the
start of 2007, respectively, according to Morningstar Inc. He says
cash levels are lower now than in
June, but only slightly.
“What you’re seeing now is the
development of haves and havenots,” Mr. Ellison says. “You have
names like Wells Fargo on one
side, which seems to be doing a
good job of dealing with its negatives. Meantime, you have WaMu
and Lehman on the other side.”
Joining Mr. Ellisonin thistentative optimism are fund managers
at Ceredex Value Advisors,
IronOak Advisors, and Silvant Capital Management, subsidiaries of
Atlanta-based RidgeWorth Capital Management.
They have shifted to a neutral
position in financial stocks from
an underweight position in their
large-cap equity funds over the
past few months, says Alan Gayle,
RidgeWorth’s senior investment

Deutsche Bank’s Carson Makes a Second Shuffle
By Renèe Schultes
Deutsche Bank AG’s head of
global equity derivatives, Rich
Carson, has made a second
round of management changes
to the group, four months after
he was named to the post.
He has reshuffled several senior managers as he moves to improve the performance of the
business, which had been hit in
the first half of the year.
Nino Kjellman, joint European head of global equity derivatives, will relocate to Hong

Kong, succeeding Chiehmi Chan,
who will be moving to London after three years in Asia to become
head of Ceema equities, which includes cash and derivatives. Mr.
Kjellman will also become head
of risk in Asia. Mr. Chan succeeds
Roger Naylor, who has been
named as Mr. Kjellman’s replacement in Europe. Mr. Naylor will
work alongside joint head in Europe Phil Lonergan.
A spokeswoman for Deutsche
Bank in London confirmed the
changes, which are the final
pieces of a management

shake-up in the division initiated
by Mr. Carson, who was named
to the global role in May. Deutsche combined several business
units around that time, including
its synthetic- and complex-equities businesses, to form a globalequity derivatives division.
Revenue in the business has
fallen this year. Deutsche said a
41% decline in equity sales and
trading revenue to Œ830 million
($1.18 billion) the second quarter,
compared to the same period a
year before, primarily reflected
“lower revenues in equity deriva-
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More than half of U.S. asset
managers have tightened their
risk management in an effort to
guard against the possibility
that a counterparty on the
other side of a derivatives trade
fails, a new report says.
Nearly two-thirds of the 32
buy-side firms surveyed by consultancy Tabb Group said the credit
crunch has had a significant impact on their trading of over-thecounter derivatives, with 57% saying it has increased their focus on
counterparty risk.
Large asset managers are
seeking to limit their exposure
to individual investment banks,
while smaller funds are being
forced to look elsewhere for liquidity as banks pull back capi-

tal, according to Adam Sussman,
director of research at Tabb
Group and author of the study.
Last month, the Counterparty Risk Management Policy
Group, an industry panel composed of major banks and fund
managers, urged participants in
the over-the-counter markets to
step up their efforts to streamline trading and curb risk.
The equity derivatives market has grown 27% a year on average over the past decade, as buyside firms seek to differentiate
themselves by moving into the
space, the Tabb Group report
said.
The research was based on interviews with 17 investment managers and 15 hedge funds with a total $6.35 trillion of assets under
management.

that it would try again to unload Inc. executive who has been AIG’s
the unit.
chairman since 2006.
AIG could also raise cash by
When Mr. Willumstad said in
selling its investments in Black- June that he would release his
stone Group LP, which is also turnaround plan in a few months,
helping to advise the insurer on some wondered whether that
its restructuring. AIG owns a gave him enough time to get his
stake in Blackstone worth about hands around such a multifaceted
$700 million. It also has roughly enterprise. But rapid shifts in the
$1 billion in investments in Black- market have forced his hand.
stone’s funds, according to reguMr. Willumstad reached out
latory filings, that it could sell in to Mr. Greenberg after taking
the secondary market.
over in June, But a spokesman
It’s not clear whether AIG has for Mr. Greenberg said the
buyers lined up for any of the as- former CEO wasn’t involved in
sets it wants to sell. Also unclear the weekend talks, “though he reis how much interest private-eq- peatedly offered to assist in anyuity firms would take in an AIG way he could”—suggesting that
investment, and whether they Mr. Willumstad was pursuing his
have enough capital to make a own strategy.
dent in AIG’s problems.
The aircraft-leasing arm could
“The numbers are
be part of his efforts.
too daunting,” said a seFounded in 1973, ILFC
nior executive at a large
boasts a fleet of more
private-equity firm.
than 900 airplanes valGiven AIG’s huge balued at more than
ance sheet, “we just
$50 billion. It is the largdon’t have enough capiest single customer for
tal to fill the hole.”
both Boeing Co. and EuOver four decades,
ropean Aeronautic Deformer Chief Executive
fence & Space Co.’s AirMauriceR. “Hank”Greenbus. Given that ILFC
berg built AIG into one of
logged record operating
the world’s largest finanincome of $352 million
Robert
cial firms. He made main the second quarter,
Willumstad
jor acquisitions, and
its value may be relapushed AIG into businesses be- tively high at the moment comyondthe world of traditional insur- pared to some other AIG units.
ance. For years, investors paid a
S&P said AIG had enough
hefty premium to buy AIG shares. money to pay claims and post colNow AIG is not even the most lateral, if needed—an important
valuableinsurer in the U.S., asmea- statement, given that AIG could
sured by market capitalization.
have to post billions of dollars if
A 2005 accounting scandal it got downgraded.
precipitated Mr. Greenberg’s deAIG had over $1 trillion in asparture. He has denied wrongdo- sets at the end of the second
ing. A protégé, Martin Sullivan, quarter. Its shareholders equity—
ran the company until this sum- assets minus liabilities—stood
mer when he was replaced under at about $78 billion at that point.
shareholder pressure with Mr.
—Sudeep Reddy
Willumstad, a former Citigroup
contributed to this article.

tives, due to lower customer activity in structured products and
persistent difficult conditions in
correlation trading.”
As many as 10 equity derivatives front-office staff have left
the London business since last
summer. Several moved to Credit
Suisse, which spent last year raising its trader head count. Yan Assoun, former head of single
stocks and correlation trading at
Deutsche was among the most senior to go, joining Credit Suisse
as head of European equity derivatives trading in November.
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